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and

alge firms do riot spearhead inflation hut atuaIly (lCiy th

transmission of inflationary pressures.

INTRODUCTION

The rise in prices since World War II has come ri several inflationary
movements which usually began sharply hut moderated slowly. A sizable

decline in the price level has occurred only once (in the 1948-1949
recession). In the other postwar recessions the price levd rose or remained
constant. Furthermore, following the inflationary surge of 1955-1956, the

price level continued rising for several years despite excess capacity in
most industries; and following the Vietnam inflation of 1965-1969 the
price level continued rising despite a recession in 1970 and a slow
business recovery in 1971 1972, after which, in 1973, inflation acceler-

ated again. The periods of rising prices in the face of slack demand
indicate that inflationary movements subside slowly and that costs continue to push up prices for some time after the pressures of excess demand
have eased.

The slow transmission of inflation is itself not a new phenomenon;
historically, inflations have generated a momentum which generally subsides slowly. But the absence of sizable declines in the price level since
1949 and the persistence of increases are unusual. Wholesale prices
declined appreciably in 1949 and earlier business recessions, and the
deceleration of inflation during and after the 1958 and 1970 recessions
was slower than usual.r Prices appear to have become less responsive to
short-run shifts in demand and more dependent upon costs as the channel

through which inflationary pressures are transmitted.
Postwar price behavior has been described as partly resulting from a cost
push in price-setting firms. In this view, firms are classified into price takers
and price setters. Price takers operate in fully competitive markets in which

prices at all times are determined by supply and demand. Price setters
operate in less than fully competitive markets and have some freedom to
"administer" their selling prices. It is argued that administered prices are
set to reflect changes in unit costs as a rule-of-thumb procedure for
following the equilibrium price path, and as a result these prices are
determined largely without regard to short-run shifts in deniarld2 The
ability to administer prices in this way is thought to depend upon the
structure of the industry, such as is indicated by the degree of market
concentration.

Price increases administered in the face of slack demand have been

or
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given two different interpretations. One is that Slid) increases may reflect
the delayed transmission of previous inflationary pressures via higher COStS.
The second is that sonic lirms with aI)ilitv to administer
prices may initiate
increases to maintain profit margins which are being
(leprccsed by slack
demand. These latter increases initiate inflationary
Pressures, whereas the
former merely transmit pressures that have originated
elsewhere in the
economy. Both kinds of price increase can occur in periods of slack
demand after excess demand has eased, and thus give the appearance of
cost-push inflation, regardless of whether they merely transmit or actually
initiate inflationary pressures. But the two interpretations have different
implications for firms that administer prices. The first implies that these
firms raise prices only to pass through Cost increases and largely disregard
short-run shifts in demand; hence their prices lag in a period of excess

demand when inflation accelerates, and the' catch up later as the inflationary pressures work through the pipeline of costs. The second implies
that these firms actually initiate price increases in periods of slack demand

ahead of price movements elsewhere in the economy and do not fall
behind at other times.
Previous empirical studies of price niovements in different industries are
inconclusive on this point. The most pertinent studies are cross-sectional
analyses of a broad group of industries in which differences in market
structure are represented by the concentration ratio. This ratio is not ideal
for such purposes because of the difficulties of specifying a self-contained
product without close substitutes, but it is the best available index and is
widely used. In an earlier literature, largely theoretical, it had been
suggested that concentrated industries tend to raise prices more, thereby
exerting a permanent upward push on the price level. In empirical studies,
however, the opposite finding or no consistent relation has usually been
reported. An important study by Weiss 119661 showed a positive response
from 1953 to 1959 but little or no effect later, from 1959 to 1963. Weiss
interpreted this as evidence that concentrated industries do not continually
raise prices faster, though they did in the earlier period in catching up to
lagged increases during and after World War Il. In a follow-up study of the
years 1963 to 1969, Weisss found a negative effect, which he took as
confirmation of a lag in price setting by concentrated industries, though he
did not verify that this was followed by catching-up increases.
If the lag-and-catchingiip theory is correct, the concentrated industries
should have exhibited greater increases when inflation waned in 1970 and
1971. In this study I examine the data for such a pattern. Since the purpose
is to test the implications of previous studies by examining the results they
would obtain when extended to a later period, the same framework and
regression equations are employed despite various limitations Which will
be noted. In particular, I follow earlier studies in the use of the concentra-

lion ratio even though other industry chara( terisiks for which
(Oflcentra
tion is a proxy may be more niportan t iii (X) dining ditterences fl price
behavior.

FRAMEWORK OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Weiss 119661 showed that price changes among industries were
51g.
nificantly related to Concentration after allowing for the efiect 01 coSts
He
held labor and materials cost constant and found the
partial effect of
concentration on prices. The present analysis follows his approacl with
a
modification introduced b Phlips 11 97 1J and Dalton II 9731 of weighting

the costs in each industry by their relative importance in that industry
price equation is

The

price change = a (weighted change in unit labor costs)
+
(weighted change in unit materials costs)
+ y (concentration or firm-size ratio).

(0

The changes are in percentages per year. The weights
are the respective

shares of the value of shipments attributable to labor and

SIC

iou

materials

purchases at the beginning of the period.6 Of course, ill the long
run, price
equals total costs by double-entry bookkeeping, but in the short
run profit
margins absorb deviations from variable costs until prices and
factor costs
are adjusted to each other; hence the coefficients need not sum
to unity.
A rationale for an equation in which prices depend
upon costs rather
than vice versa is that pricing decisions in
many industries are operationally based upon anticipated unit costs. AciaI
unit costs of labor and
materials can be used in the equation because these
are either correctly
anticipated or are taken as largely irreversible and
are passed through to
prices within a short period. It is also argued that
price leaders prefer to
relate price changes to factor costs as
a means of simplifying the setting of
prices and the coordination of changes
among firms in an industry. Price
changes based on costs are more readily
accepted by customers and are
less likely to lead to con1petiti5e undercuttiig
or government intenention.
The equation is consistent in the long
run
wiih
traditional price theo' in
which price equals total average
cost, but in the short run discrepancies
occur because of lags of adjustnient
In equation 1,
no explicit account is taken of shifts in demand. In other
studies, attempts have been made
to allow for (leniand effects, using

changes in quantity sold or produced
in the industry as l)roxieS.
inlprovenlent over these proxies lLustgarteii
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prodiicts sold to other industries. In none of the studies has
(he demand
.ariablc been found to be very

important or to affect the

estimated
coefficients of the other variables. This
was confirmed in this study by
regressions (not shown) including the Various
proxies for demand The
small effect of demand variables suggests that
niost nlanuiacturing prices
are not highly responsive to short-run shifts in demand,
but at the same
time such results may l)e deficient because the
deniand effect is not
measured properly. While this question awaits further research
enough
has been clone to suggest strongly that
the estimates of the effect of
concentration are not greatly affected by the omission of
properly measure(I demand shifts.
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DATA

A major problem in fitting this equation is that there
are differences in
coverage between the data available on prices and on costs: the Annual

Survey of Manufactures contains data on costs and shipments (or four-digit
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SIC industries, while the BLS wholesale prices pertain to selected
individual products. It is necessary to
construct weighted price indexes of the
product prices for four-digit industries,

and this objective is hampered

because many products are not covered by BIS price series. In
recent years
the BIS has attempted to rectify this deficiency, and it

now publishes price
indexes for 90-odd four-digit SIC manufacturing industries for which the
price data pertain to at least 50 per cent of industry shipments in 90
per
cent (by value) of the five-digit
components IMoss 19651. While these new
indexes still entail problems of coverage, they avoid much of the mismatching in previous alternatives. For the period since 1967 the
indexes
cover 86 four-digit industries of which 20 are in food processing and the
remainder are scattered among other manufacturing industries. Among
previous studies

Dalton 119731 and Weiss in his second study 119711
utilized these new indexes.
The dollar value of shipments and labor and materials cost for four-digit
SIC industries is given in the Annual Survey of Manufactures. Concentration is the ratio of shipments by the four largest firms to total industry
shipments for 1967 modified by average regional ratios in 1963 for thirteen
selected local industries 8 However, the concentration ratio does riot

measure the overall size of firms in an industry because in diversilied

her

firms, sales pertain to a number of different industries. To measure size,

I ng

therefore,

An

employment) in each industry produced by divisions of parent corporations
that have total annual sales of $100 million or more.9 These
are the Tner I
firms singled out in the Phase II price regulations.
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use an index of the fraction of output (approximated by
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Given the Price index, (Riantity sold is lcrived is the value of shiprneni5
divided by the RI_S price index. Then unit labor cost
th
ProdctIo0
worker payroll divided by quantity, a rid unit materials cost is cost of
materials divided by quantity. These are annual data onh, and th
corre.
sporiding prices are annual averages of months. The variables are

expressed

as percentage changes per year for three periods: the two years of the
Vietnam War expansion, 1967-1969; the 1970 recession; and the
1971
recovery. These three periods were chosen to test the effect of market
structure on pnces during different stages of an inflationary episode The
inflation that began in 1965 reached a high point and began to
moderate
during 1970; it continued to subside, albeit slowly, until the end of 1972

Some results for 1972 and 1973 are also presented without

the cost

variables, which at the lime of writing were not available for those \'ears

MUlTIPLE REGRESSIONS WITH CONCENTRATION
AND FIRM-SIZE VARIABLES

Following the approach of previous studies, a test oi the effect of market
structure on the pattern of price changes is presented in Table I. These

regressions account for about half of the variation across industries in
percentage price changes. Unit materials cost is the dominant variable;
most or all of its change is passed through to prices within the period.
Prices responded equally to labor cost in the period of expansion, but
increasingly less so under conditions of excess capacity during the period
of recession and recovery. Unit labor cost can be subdivided into produc-

ix
Ia

co

tivity (quantity sold per man-hour) and hourly wage rates payroll per
man-hour). Prices are affected positively by wages and negatively by

or

productivity. When these two variables are used instead of their combination (riot shown), the coefficients reflect a larger (absolute) effect for

cor

wages

than for productivity but a diminishing effect for both in consecutive
periods, and virtually the same effects for the concentration index.
The variables for market structure show a pattern indicative of a lag in

iesponse. The coefficients are initially negative in 1967-1969 and still

negative in the recession year of 1970, and then positive in the first year of
recovery. Since these variables are ratios and the (Iepen(leflt variable is a
percentage per year, the meaning of the coefficient of 2.5 in the first row
is that an industry with
a concentration of 0.75 compared with one of 0.25,
for example, had a rate of price change lower
on average by 1 .25 per cent
per year. Not all of the market structure coefficients are statistically
significant at the 0.05 level (1> 1 .9), but their change of sign from negatise
in i 967-1 969 to positive in
1970-1 971 is highly significant by the F ratio
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Period

Regression of Industry Price Changes on Ckng
in
Costs and Index of Market
Structure, 1967-1 971

-

Regression Coefficients (1 values
Ifl Parenihesest
Wet ghted
Weigh ted

Unit

Constant
Terni

Labor

(1)

(2)

Costs

Unit
Materials
Costs
(3)

Concentratiori
Ratio
(4)

1967-1969
1969-1970
1970-1971

2.57
3.06
0.58

.93(3.6)
.32(1.2)
.00(0.0)

0.81) 9.3)
0.86( 8.5)

-1.8(1)

1.07(10,5)

+3.6(2,3)

1967-1969
1969-i 970

2.04

0.85) 9.9)

1970-1971

1.73

.83(3.1)
.43(1.7)
.03(0.1)

1967-1969
1969-1970

2.59
2.97
0.57

.87(3.3)
.45(1.7)
.00(0.0)

0.83) 9.4)
0.92) 9.3)

(970-1971

3.33

Size
Ratioa
(5)

Ra

(6)

-25(24)

0.91 ( 9.3)

1.07(10.1)

1.07)10.3)

Firm-

.60
.48

6)

-11(24)

.60

- 2.0)3.0)
+0.9(1.3)

.52

- 1.7)1.3)

-0.7)1.2)

+ 1.1(0.6)
+3.5)1 ,9

- 2.3(2.8)
+0.1(0 1

.62
.61
.

.63

R'
coefficient of multiple determination Signs oft values
base been dropped Regression is text
equation I with constant term. The coeffisienls in columns
1,4, and S are in percentages per year
and those in columns 2 and 3 are pure numbers Number of observations )industriesi
8),
Because of double counting (See text note 91, a revised ratio for size
of brms was prepared in which the 22
ratios above 0.90 ssere set equal to 0.95. For the middle set of regressions, th:s gase the foilossing
coefficients to: the ratio: 1967-1969, - 1.9)2.6); 1969-1970, -2 4(2.31; 1 9O-1971
+09)08)

NOTE:
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(not shown). The changeover is shown by both concentrated industries and

large firms, though the latter were slower to catch up.''
The concentration and firm-size ratios are not fully distinguishable (their
coefficient of correlation is +0.56). They are nonetheless included in the
same regression in the bottom section of the table to help identify their
separate effects. Most of the joint catching-up effect in 1971 is due to
concentration, casting doubt on the market significance of size per se as a
source of price increases, though nleasurement errors ir the size index,
noted earlier, may account for its small coefficient for 1970-1971 when it
is included with the concentration ratio.
The concentration ratio, which can theoretically vary Ironi zero to unity,
does not necessarily nieasure differences in market power accurately. To
test the assumption of linearity in the relationship, the industries were
divided into three concentration groups. The boundaries chosen were
0-0.44, 045-0,67, and 0.68-1 .00, which gives a reasonable three-way
grouping and at the same time puts the main cluster of industries in each
group in the middle of the boundaries rather than at the edges. Dummy
variables were used to differentiate the concentration groups.
The results are shown in Table 2. The dummy variables for the concentration groups confirm the Table
results. Coniiarcd with the low1

TAB Il 2

Regression of Industry Price Changes on Changes in
Costs and Concentration Groups, 1967-1971
Regression (
\\'ei gh ted

Unit

U Fl it

slant
Term

Labor

Materials

Middle-

High-

Costs
(2)

Costs
(3)

Low

tow

R2

(4)

(5)

(6

0.82) 9.1
0.86) 8.4)

- 0.8)1.7)

1.08)10.8)

0. 7 I. 18

(1)

1967-1969
1969-1970
1970-1971

266

R'

1) it te ren c 's B ('t\\'O('fl
(MrI((nt1at 11)11 Cro1Ips

\'Vei gil ted

(Ton-

Period

NOTI

efIicierlt (1 values in 1)rer1theses

LOS

.59

.31)1.2)
- .04(0.1)

coelfiderit of niullipit tit'l,'rrnin,itri,ri. Siirr

01 1

-0.5)0.8)
,iIur

the same as (or TaluS I.
Range ot coneniralioir groups and .rsirdge ratio) is 1) -O.4.L U
Nunrb&'r

iii luciruer in e'ah group

i

-

1 .20

- I .411 Si

ii,rt' lore dropped ),it.r or

(1.4

.60

.48
.65
are

)).('i)).ire ,icrd (1,8-i

i, (4, .ini) 4. fl'spt'r IRiS -

concentration group. the middle and high groups lag behind at first and
then start to catch up, and the high group has the larger swing trom below
to above the low group. This confirms a nionotoflic relationship between
price change and degree of concentration.
However, these results depart appreciably from a linear relationship. The
lag in price change increases less than proportionately to the increase in
the concentration ratio in the first period, but more than proportionately in
the recession, and the catch-up price increase in the recovery is more than
proportionate.T2 The use of higher-power terms to allow for this nonlinearity would result in all increase in the estimated total effect of the concentration variables, but such a cumbersome addition to the equation seemed
unnecessary and was not pursued.

MARKET STRUCTURE AND PRICE CONTROIS
Although price increases in more concentrated industries began to l)e put
into effect in 1 971 to make up for previous shortfalls, the estimates suggest
that the process was not completed that 'ear. In Table 2 the middle- and

high-concentration groups had price increases smaller than the lowconcentration group for three years from 1967 tO 1 970, (giving a total
shortfall of 2 x 0.8 + 0.5 = 2.1 per cent and 2 x 1.2 + 1.4 = 3.8 per cent,
respectively), and the amount of increase above the lo group in 1971
made up only partly for the previous shortfall. In addition, the residuals
from the price-cost equation do not show a negative relation between the
earlier and later periods.T3 Apparently the catch-up (Ii(l not occur dramatically in a year or two, which is consistent with Weiss's interpretation ot his

findings for the l950s.

a
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If the catch-up was i ncompletc' ill I 97 1 it orcli nan I y would be
('Onti nueci

until completed. But rrice controls, imposed in August
1 971, \\ere directed mainly against large (irnis. VVhat WdS the cOcci on the pro ess of
catching LiP We c:arrnot run tile sante price equations for
these periods,
because the Census data cover lull calendar years (besides being
6

(0
48
63
ore

unavail-

able at this writing for the later years). A partial answer can ie given,
however, from simple correlations l)etween market structjre and price
changes both before arid after imposition of the controls. The results of
these correlations are shown in Table 3. To Pinpoint tire time period of the
price changes, they are based on three-niorith averages
surrounding tile
months indicated.

Froni November 1969, a business cycle peak, to August 197 I tile
beginning of the Phase I freeze, tile price change
among industries is
positively correlated with the concentration index, as was found in Tables
1 and 2 for the calendar-year change from 1970 to 1971. The regression
,

SW

TABLE 3

Regression of Industry Price Changes on Index of Market
Structure, 1969-1 973

I

Regression Coefficients U values in
parentheses)
Period and Industry
Coverage

Constant
Term

Concentration
Ratio

FirmSize
Ratioa

R1

Nov. 1969Aug. 1971
All industries
All industries

3.44

1 .23(O.6

4.22

.004

0.34(0.3)

.001

--2.27(1.5)

.018
.027

1.98)1.4)

.012
.030

Aug. 1971Aug. 1972

Ut
St

All industries
All industries

4.54
4.44

- 2.78)1.2)

Excluding foods

3.7

- 1.90(0.9)

Excluding foods

4.13

ci

Aug. 1972Aug. 1973
All industries

I,

All industries
Excluding foods

is
e

is

Excluding foods
NOTE:

29.52
23.03

- 32.36(2.4)

9.95
6.96

8.70)2.1)

.065

--16.78(1.9)

.041

2.26(0.8)

.006
.010

R2 = coefficient of multiple dpieniiinjtitin Sgns of

'.a iues ha e been dropped. Dependent
variable is percentage change per year in three-rncnth acerage ill prices between dates indicated.
Number of all industries
20.
86; nuniber ot excluded mod industries

decause of double counting see tt lUte 9). a revised index for size of firms sa prePared in sshich the
22 ratios abose 0.90 weu set equal to 1) 99.

I
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coefficient is not significant here, however, and that tor si/c of firms k
insigniIicantls' negative. The absenc of a significant positive ('Itet, as wa
found in Tables I and 2, reflects the omission Ut the Cost variables and the
inclusion here of 1970, when the effect wac still negative. Nevertheless
the simple correlations help to indicate the direction of the effect, In the
twelve months following August 1 97 I , during Phases I and II, the (TOflCpn_
tration effect turned negative, suggesting that the ontrols iiiiposed relavet y greater restraint on concentrated i rid List ri cc.'
A stronger negative effect also occurs for the large firnis, which correspond to the Tier I corporations singled out under Phase II. lii the following
year, August 1972 to August 1973. the negative effect is greater for 1)0th
indexes (even after excluding the food industries, which were l)articularly
affected by extraneous developments), rellecti rig a combination of controls
and a resurgence of inflation in which the concentrated indListries again

exhibited their characteristic lag. Al though changes in costs are (lisregarded in these results, it is probalily safe to conclude that the effer t of the

controls was to hold down the profit margins of the more concentrated
industries, which were the ones singled out in the enforcement of the
Phase II regulations. A justification for this policy based on the larger tnce
increases of those industries before ALigust 1 971 is not supported by this
evidence, however, since those increases appear to have been a belated

and incomplete attempt to make up for earlier shortialls.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
C)

One of the significant characteristics of inflationary movements is that
price increases in relation to costs tend to differ according to the degree of

industry concentration. This has been the basis of UriC version of the
familiar cost-push theory, whereby inflation originates in firms which are in

a position to administer prices and continually raise them rather than
merely niaintain profit margins. This version of cost push, however, is
made doubtful by the finding that concentrated industries, which SLit)posedly wield more such control than other sectors, sometimes raise prices
less than the others. Another explanation of the relation between concen-

tration and prices is that any firm, to the extent that it has sonic ability to
set its own prices, adjusts them to demand and cost changes with a lag.
The implication is that prices in more concentrated industries tend to fall
behind in periods of generally accelerating inflation and to catch up later
as over-all inflationary pressures subside, This, too, is an old idea, and in a

few studies some evidence of differential lags has been presented.
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IH1!li9) (igin

provides 1)0 clue to the reason. The catch. tip alter the I 967-1 969
P(!o(l
appears to have been incomplete even at ter twit years, and the
price
increases of (uircei)tr ated indusirk's tel wither behind other
industris
1973 when inflation accelerated again, though at that time the t)1POSitio
of controls may have played a special role. I found rio indication
that the
industries which fell most behind in t 967-1969 had the largest
Catching.
up increases in 1970-1971 Furthermore, attempts to
nleasurt' the lag lit

adjustment of concentrated industries to changes 0 costs or to proxies
br
shifts

in demand (not reported) were not successful. This also

raises
questions for further study.
Although the results leave considerable room for further inqriiry
this and
other studies point to lagged adjustments by concentrated industries
The
weight of this evidence is that, contrary to widespread popular
Opinion,
concentrated industries pass along inflationary mOVementc and do
not
origi nate them, even though because of lags these Industries
can
le
observed to continue raising prices in a catching-tip process after
market
demand has slackene(j.

NOTES

I.

This is docum'nk'd in Cagan 1 975j
For a surs'ev of the theoretical ,ind enipirir aI litc'rturt'.
set' F klein
Nordhairs
1972

1

t64; and

For a dis( ii cinn of lii

1 teralu re, see Broi (cii brennr a rid Hr it, man (I 963).
See de Podtin arid Selden I I963, Yordon 11961
. Ph!ipc 1971. de Silva 119711, Weiss
1966!, [kstei,i and Wvsc 19721 and Dalton
1973. Of these lit' last three shoti a
R)si tic e eftet t of concentration
on p ricc', and the others

do Iii it
197lj. Dalton 1973! reported a positive etIe(
I for I 967-1969. though the
(Ol( ('nlr,ilion toefficienit
was not stalistnc,i liv si gnifk ant at the O.0' k'vei My rusuits for
this period agree cvith \\'in
See Weiss

sc's. Apparently Da to ill's opposite result rs'fie
Is his tist' of a
difleu'nt set of data. The
disagrer'nie,it raises a unction .,l,,0t tIe g('nuai appti ahilt
II t hes studit'
0)
Ciiingt's in output cciii not ailed t Iisi' measures

inig Cost tties are fairly fiat.

9

Ii).

II.

ri

0) unit (lists provded that niancif,i( tsr

capital (mtc due to plant

vanaliors rn interest rates are ignored
as minor

7

8.

Chianigt's

1)01

set' note

espancion

Or

II

As udged by stall slit at srgniifit anci' and a positive
sign Ii ir the qli,i nO ly var able, Ecksttsn
and \Vys, H 972! a rid Ri lIt ri p q 73
had part,i I

u.s Bure,ij ot (COcOs II 967, Tables 2 5 an(t
261. These region,i I ratji is itipits t' tilt' lit,
but not ctr,i ma Ovally.

D'ric'd trom National

Bure,fli (lat,i for 1971) Curt ,ind Sing,iiiwr'tl t97.tj
T)it'ct' d,it,
ae suhje&t to sOnic (loobIc'
(minting, (ausing several of tilt' ratios tO hi' i'rrnineotjsls
a hove tin 0. To avoid
errors (luv lii douli IC (00 no og, an a it' mi list'
mb' O,1S (Or.
strut ted by setting the
ratios that scire ihinvi 0,90 if cc huh tutu'
0.95.
\ct'rr' 221 s'qii,d to
Othcr employees ire ignored,
ni tin' t'eigitinio tin' rats
to shnpnn'nts cvls used 1)01
ippit atiori (It illt'riiitic ('
payrolls to shi Pntn Is made lilt le (titterence
It

has been pointed

oil

Lustgarte,

P

5\(')

lu ha cc orrr p

rollS

iisflh)' the rahjti of total

l974j that hit' i)oljtte(I cipit,iI (Ols

ii) thl'S(

lntlattotlatt1 Market Strut, lure, 1967--i 973
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eqii iii ions ma',' he more I nlporta Il I tor C Oflcentratc'd 1(1051 rn 's hec au 50 (IIC
more 3i ta nten snve - Hence a pie! Ii
cIted Ol (OflC('flt rat trill li1J

ot (9)l tal costs. Such an oHm

1)1

t,

of the (00CC!) (rat on
12.

L

tend to he
th

howc''er, woo ci not acn. Ourrt Orr the ii ti'0

0 tte
eon

or, able being ii 1st negative a ml then posi ti e, since the pattern (,i
capital costs CDII Id not c ha ige so rapi (II 5.
l riCa ri ty would I ml) ly that tire change in the Concentratio
coef tic Out trom the low to
the rnrdd Ic nd from the 11)1(1(00 tO the Iii gh grOu P 5
)t( )pOrti oral to the CO rrc'spondi rig
inc 02050 fl the go iii p average rat iii (The average ratio goes to Iii) 0.3(1 to 0.56
a rid froni

0.56 to 0.82. which gives an iflcre1se of 0.26 for bOth) these Proporlionalities Irni
Table 2 are as tollows:
Low to Middle Group

Middle to 1-11gb Group

(1)

(2)

l'167--1969

-0.8;0.21,

969-1970

-0.51)26
0.7026

-0.4O.26
-0.9 0.26
2.20.2)'

1970-1971

Slope
(2)/(1)

0.5
1_let

(I

The residuals are those fro ni the price eqU /11 loll exc i ml Ill)) an I ml ex of market stro( t ore-

price change = constant + a (weighted unit labor costs) 4- [ (weighted unit materials
residual term, tor the three periods. Tire hinges, as betore, are in pen outages
costs)
per year I Regressions ol Ore ater on the earlier resi duo! s give the (ol (roving ressi Its:
Regression Coefficients (e s'alues in parentheses)

Dependent
Variable

Constant

Residuals for

Term

Concentration Group

Middle

Low

High

Retdua)s (or 1 %7 -1
(1)

1969-1970

(21

1970-1971

.2310.8)

+47(2.!)

-.23(0.8)

4 l.19(4.Bj

Residuals for t969-t 970

- .04t0.t

-.1(1(05)

- .24(1.51

+ 0.t9(0.9i

Residu als 6e 1969-- t 97))
+ 2 x Residuals 02r 1967-1 '16')
1)

1970-1971

.03(0.1)

-.06(0.6)

-.03)0.3)

The coeffic:ents for concentrated industries in line

I

--U.07(0 7)

were positive, indicating a

tendency for the residuals to continue in the same dire(tion throughout the period 1967
to 1970. As shown in line 2, this was largely ended during 1970-1971 but Ilot reversed.

Because of these crosscurrents, tIle 1970-1971 residuals show no relation (0 tile
cumulative residuals representing 1967--i 970 in line .3.
Tire dhsOrlCe of signilic ant negative coettiC ients for tire Uloft' concentrated industries
may indicate that the re siclu a Is from the pric 0 equati on do not nleasu rc' tile appropriate
protit n-ta rgi n, though hos lire equation might be nlprovt'd is ci nciear.
Other evidence suggest,, in a nidi lion, that I'd ases I and II had more c'Oe I on pric c's than
on

svages Gordon 197 3 and Cagan 1973.
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